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To be honest, neither the church nor society has probably ever 

been quite ready for Mary of Nazareth and all that she implies 

for the rest of our race. Today’s readings indicate the complexity 

of keeping all that Mary is firmly in our awareness.   

The first two readings follow the more familiar route:  Mary is 

honored as queen of heaven and the unique recipient of being 

assumed body and soul into heaven.  The Gospel, however, 

gives us insight into how Mary herself saw the whole reality of 

God’s choice of her and what it entailed.  She considers that He 

has done all that even given her lowliness. 

Rather than celebrate her simplicity as one of us, we typically 

depict Mary with crowns and halos and imagine her as the 

pinnacle of beauty. We rarely depict her as the “lowly servant” 

she described herself as, dressed like one, living like one, being 

subject to the whims of the powerful like one. But what about 

the Mary of the Gospels? Who was that Jewish woman? 

Luke tells us more about Mary than anyone else, primarily in the 

stories having to do with Jesus’ birth and childhood. At the 

Annunciation, Mary spoke in the name of humanity and gave 

her yes to God's desire to dwell among us. 

After that, as we read in today's Gospel, she began the down-to-

earth activity of preparing for what would happen; she sought 

out Elizabeth, the elder whose experience came closest to her 

own. In telling of that visit, Luke includes Mary singing a song 

of praise based in the Hebrew Scriptures and containing already 

the essence of what her Son would preach. It’s not at all an 

affirmation of what has always been.  It focuses much more on 



how God is about bringing something new and restoring right 

relationships. 

Mary of the Magnificat has no pretensions. Decidedly non-regal, 

she refers to herself as a slave, using the same word that 

describes Jesus in Philippians 2:7. But except for proclaiming 

God's goodness to her, the focus of Mary's song is not on 

herself. Her song is a proclamation of faith, a practical creed 

praising God's ways without any philosophical concepts. 

The first thing Mary proclaims that those who stand in awe of 

God's majesty (fear of the Lord) will learn how God's mercy 

outshines even the splendor of all creation. 

Then, perhaps as an explanation of God's mercy, she goes on to 

sing of how God upends all worldly values and expectations. 

The proud lose their way. The mighty discover to their terror 

that their power offers no ultimate safety net, while the lowly 

who trust in God fear nothing. The hungry who know how to 

share enjoy fulfillment while there will never be enough to 

satisfy those who count on their own wealth. 

At the end of her song, Mary sings the praises of the God of 

Israel, the God who has remained faithful throughout their 

history and promises to be their future. 

That lowly girl from Nazareth has been paying attention!  She 

sees Gabriel’s announcement as the perfect example of how God 

has been acting all along, and continues to act in the lives of 

those who honor him.  We are all lowly servants when it comes 

to God.  We all are living lives that would unravel from one 

moment to the next if God were not holding us up with his 
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sustaining love.  Mary, even as queen of heaven, does not drift 

away from this fundamental truth that applies to all of us. 

This song of the mother of God that St. Luke has included in his 

gospel is pure gift to us. As we ponder her assumption into the 

heavenly realms, Luke uses it as an invitation to contemplate the 

God of real life and history whom Mary proclaims. Mary's song 

urges us to recognize God's activity in the everydayness of our 

world, the lowliness of it all as she would name it. She points to 

where we can find God working among us and warns us about 

the possibilities of losing our way. 

As we celebrate her Assumption in body and soul, Mary's 

canticle leads us to seek God in the times and places where the 

lowly are cherished and the hungry filled. Everything about this 

feast urges us to appreciate the down-to-earth, flesh and blood 

reality of our lives— to appreciate it so much that we do 

everything possible to save the powerful from their pretensions, 

to help nourish every kind of hunger and to receive and share 

God's own mercy. 

The more we are able to do that, the more we will sing with her, 

"My soul proclaims the greatness of God who loves and blesses 

the lowly — including me." 


